Pattern formation and competition in photorefractive oscillators.
We introduce a general model of pattern formation in optical systems made of a cavity with an active medium as a photorefractive crystal fed by a pump. The model is based on the interplay of a diffractive equation for the optical field and a diffusive equation for the medium refractivity. The aim of the model is to describe a series of experiments which have shown mode competition (periodic or chaotic alternation) for low Fresnel numbers (F) and mode coexistence, leading to short range space correlations, for high F. For low F, a linear stability analysis provides the set of modes above threshold as a function of the transverse wave number. Due to the interplay of the optical and the diffusive interactions, different behaviors result depending on the thickness of the medium as compared to the optical absorption length and diffusion length. Including the leading nonlinearities compatible with the symmetry constraints, we introduce normal form equations which describe the time-dependent mode competition. In the case of a large number of modes (high F), nonlinear mode-mode interaction is equivalent to a self-induced noise. In this limit, the relevant feature to be compared with the experiment is the power spectrum.